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Abstract Experimental neuroscience using human subjects, to investigate how the
auditory system solves the cocktail party problem, is a young and active ﬁeld. The
use of traditional neurophysiological methods is very tightly constrained in human
subjects, but whole-brain monitoring techniques are considerably more advanced
for humans than for animals. These latter methods in particular allow routine
recording of neural activity from humans while they perform complex auditory
tasks that would be very difﬁcult for animals to learn. The ﬁndings reviewed in this
chapter cover investigations obtained with a variety of experimental methodologies,
including electroencephalography, magnetoencephalography, electrocorticography,
and functional magnetic resonance imaging. Topics covered in detail include
investigations in humans of the neural basis of spatial hearing, auditory stream
segregation of simple sounds, auditory stream segregation of speech, and the neural
role of attention. A key conceptual advance noted is a change of interpretational
focus from the speciﬁc notion of attention-based neural gain, to the general role
played by attention in neural auditory scene analysis and sound segregation.
Similarly, investigations have gradually changed their emphasis from explanations
of how auditory representations remain faithful to the acoustics of the stimulus, to
how neural processing transforms them into new representations corresponding to
the percept of an auditory scene. An additional important methodological advance
has been the successful transfer of linear systems theory analysis techniques
commonly used in single-unit recordings to whole-brain noninvasive recordings.
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The Cocktail Party (II)

Inter-related Processes
• The Cocktail Party Problem
‣ Multiple speech streams (sources)

• Auditory Scene Analysis
‣ Auditory objects

• Stream Segregation
‣ Segregation / Identification / Formation

• Related Concepts, e.g., Filling-In

Cocktail Party Cues
• Sound source location
• Pitch (f0) [when it exists]
• Timbre (spectral envelope, vibrato, …)
• Speaker sex, age, accent, language, …
• Derived not Intrinsic

‣ not clear how a cue is reconstructed when
sounds linearly mixed in a complex scene
Number of sources also must be derived

•
• Statistics of a speech stream (or other source)
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Hemodynamic
techniques

Functional Brain Imaging

Functional Brain
Imaging
= Non-invasive
recording from
human brain

functional magnetic
resonance imaging

Excellent
Spatial
Resolution
(~1 mm)

PET

Poor
Temporal
Resolution
(~1 s)

fMRI

positron emission
tomography

Electromagnetic
techniques

fMRI & MEG can
capture effects in single
subjects

electroencephalography

Poor
Spatial
Resolution
(~1 cm)

MEG

Excellent
Temporal
Resolution
(~1 ms)

EEG

magnetoencephalography

Invasive Recording Methods
ECoG
Electrodes
Reconstruction of grid locations on Depth
the patients MRI
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Foundational Evidence
• Simple Auditory Scene
‣ Separate tone-pip streams in each
ear (dichotic)
‣ Attend to one stream only

• Strong EEG N1 Responses
‣ (Negative peak with ~100 ms
latency)

Hillyard et al (1973)

• Enhanced N1 amplitudes for
attended (foreground) stream
• Historically: Neural Correlate of
Selective Attention
• Better(?): Neural Correlate of
Successful Auditory Scene
Segregation

enwas
ononeen

to 20 stimuli at random throughout
each sequence.
The same stimulus tape was played
to the subject six times in succession
with a 5-minute break after each.

condition A as "attend-left" and condition C as "attend-right." Five young
adult subjects received the instructional
conditions in ABCCBA order and five
others in CBAABC order. The reading
condition was used to reduce carry-over
effects between successive attend-left
and attend-right conditions.
• Simple
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of
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Auditory
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rree of ocular artifacts.
Segregation
In the
left wlurnn of Fig. lA, the N1

Foundational Evidence

Rinht ear

Hillyard et al (1973)

Left ear

stimulus

Simple Complex Scenes
• Remove spatial information (diotic only)
‣ Spatial information Useful but not Necessary
‣ not Fundamental

• Other cue(s) still needed

Simple Complex Scenes (I)
• No attentional manipulation
‣ Tone-based (no speech)
‣ Ambiguous auditory scene
• Distinct percepts despite single stimulus
• Avoid confound of stimulus-dependent
percept

van Noorden streams

adapted from Steele et al (2015)

•

One stimulus, Two percepts

van Noorden (1975)
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Neural Measures of
Perception
• Segregation increases with
frequency separation
• MEG P1m and N1m increase with
frequency separation & segregation
• For constant frequency
separation, P1m and N1m
increase if perceptually segregated
• Neural measure follows perception,
not (just) physical acoustics
• Additional dissociation between
neural measures and stimulus in
EEG by Snyder et al (2006)
• ECoG also by Dykstra et al (2011)
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Gutschalk et al (2005)

Neural Measures of
Perception: fMRI & PET
• Neural measures that track a percept are more
difficult to see with fMRI & PET
‣ Even when stimulus manipulated too

• Most effects seen only outside of auditory cortex
‣ Only in intraparietal sulcus for Cusack (2005), varying the
frequency separation
‣ EEG & MEG results dominated by responses from
auditory cortex
‣ ABAB or ABBB patterns work better with fMRI, perhaps
by avoiding habituation

Informational Masking
Tone Clouds

7 Human Auditory Neuroscience and the Cocktail Party Problem
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modified from Kidd et al (2003)

Detected vs Undetected
Rhythmic Tone-Pips

kstra / Hearing Research 307 (2014) 98e110

105

• MEG respones to individual tones
‣ Absent when not detected
‣ Present when detected

• Origin in Auditory Cortex (Planum
Temporale)
• Auditory Response linked to
percept not acoustics
• fMRI results do not completely
agree: widespread activation across
auditory cortex, with perceptual
contrast only in Heschl’s Gyrus
[ Wiegand and Gutschalk (2012)]
Gutschalk et al (2008)
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Neural Measures of
Perception
• Multiple cortical representations of the
sounds present in an acoustic scene.
• Some determined more by the percept of
a sound than its acoustics (typically later
representations in higher-order auditory
cortex: Planum Temporale)
• Some neural measures track (or perhaps
more likely, precede) the percept of the
sound

Simple Complex Scenes (II)
• Now with attentional manipulation
‣ Still tone-based (no speech)
‣ Still ambiguous auditory scene
• Distinct percepts despite single stimulus
• Avoid confound of stimulus-dependent
percept
‣ Directed attention determines percept (mostly)

Neural Measures of
Attentionally-Guided Perception

Attention in Auditory Scenes Analysis
Attention in Auditory Scenes

Attention in Auditory Scenes Analysis

Attention Always On

Elhilali et al. PLoS (2009)
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Attention in Auditory Scenes Analysis
Attention in Auditory Scenes

Attention in Auditory Scenes Analysis

Elhilali
see
alsoetAhveninen
al. PLoS (2009)
et al. (2011)

Neural Measures of
Attentionally-Guided Perception

in Auditory Scenes Analysis
Figure Attention
4. The effect
of bottom-up acoustic saliency on behavior and neural response
and behavioral performance, as a function of target frequency in target task (left) and maske
represent standard error. (B) Correlation of behavioral and neural responses as a function of ta
response differences as a function of target frequency, interpreted as a slope angle, is average
55.1u for target (left) task and 236.3u for masker (right) task (yellow line). Bootstrap estimate
intervals (gray background) confirm the positive (respectively, negative) correlations for targ
between distant MEG channels of target relative to masker task for high-frequency targets ove
targets show significant enhancement only for target task (indicated by the asterisk).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000129.g004

Elhilali et al. PLoS (2009)
see also Akram et al. (2014) for 7 Hz

Neural Measures of
Perception
• Direction of auditory attention influences
both percept and neural response
• Robust effect
• Both bottom-up and top-down
• Temporal build-up (over seconds) for
both percept and neural response

Neural Measures of
Attentionally-Guided Perception
Xiang et al. • Auditory Attention and Temporal Integration

J. Neurosci., September 8, 2010 • 30(36):12084

Figure 1. Stimulus design. The stimulus consists of two pure tone sequences, one at a low rhythm and one at a fast rhythm. The spectral distance between the two stream
semitones. In each task, listeners are instructed to track either the slow or fast stream while ignoring the other one and detect a temporal jitter in the target stream. H, High; L, lo
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Figure 5. Buildup over time of behavioral and neural responses of target streams. Normr
Xiang et al. (2010)
ized neural response to the 4 Hz stream, and behavioral performance, as a function of tim
ie
the slowtask.
averaged
across subjects.
Error barsdifference
insets,
Figure 3. Power and phase enhancement duringduring
the attended
Left,
Normalized
neural response
between
slowThe Mlo
see
also Bidet-Caulet et al. (2007)
with task
depth
electrodes
at 21represent
and SE.
29TopHz

magnetic field distributions of the 4 Hz target response for a single subject at representati

Neural Measures of
Perception
• Closer to Cocktail Party
• Direction of auditory attention still
influences both percept and neural
response
• Still temporal build-up (over seconds) for
both percept and neural response

Suppressive Attention /
Active Ignoring
Neuropsychologia 48 (2010) 3262–3271

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

Neuropsychologia

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
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Simple Complex Scenes
Summary
• Experiments all tone-based (speech not needed)
• Neural responses can dissociate from physical
acoustics, tracking perception instead

• Latency of responses tracking perception

~100 ms ➧ plausible neural substrate of perception

• Different roles available for Attention
‣ directed vs. undirected
‣ bottom-up vs. top-down

Outline
• What is the Cocktail Party Problem?
• What is Human Auditory Neuroscience?
• Cocktail Parties, Simplified:
‣ Tones—with and without directed Attention
‣ Speech

• Recent Results: Perceptual & Neural Filling-In
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Fig. 2.1 Demonstration of how time–frequency sparseness leads to sound mixtures where clean
“glimpses” of the component sounds are preserved, using two independent speech streams. (A) A
thresholded spectrogram showing all time–frequency tiles with signiﬁcant energy in a mixture of
two sentences, added together. (B, C) Individual thresholded spectrograms of the two sentences
making up the mixture shown in A and D. (D) A color-coded thresholded spectrogram, where each
time–frequency tile is color coded depending on whether it is dominated by the sentence shown in
B (blue), dominated by the sentence shown in C (red), or is a mixture of overlapping sound from
the two sentences, leading to interference (green)
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Figure 1 | Acoustic and neural reconstructed
spectrograms for speech from a single speaker or
a mixture of speakers. a, b, Example acoustic
waveform and auditory spectrograms of speaker
one (male; a) and speaker two (female;
b). c, Waveform and spectrogram of the mixture of
the two shows highly overlapping energy
distributions. d, Difference spectrogram highlights
the mixture regions where speaker one (blue) or
two (red) has more acoustic energy. e, f, Neuralpopulation-based stimulus reconstruction of
speaker one (e) and speaker two (f) alone shows
similar spectrotemporal features as the original
spectrograms in a and b. g, h, The reconstructed
spectrograms from the same mixture sound when
attending to either speaker one (g) or two
(h) highly resemble the single speaker
reconstructions, shown in e and f, respectively.
i, Overlay of the spectrogram contours at 50% of
maximum energy from the reconstructed
spectrograms in e, f, g and h.

• ECoG records from tens
of independent sources
• Reconstruction possible
for entire spectrogram
(not just temporal
envelope)
• Neural measure follows
perception, not (just)
physical acoustics
• Reconstruction success
only in successful trials
• No consistent spatial
pattern observed over
auditory cortex

Party condition.
(B). Full bars: Grand averaged of the reconstruction accuracy (i.e., the correlation r-values
between the actual and reconstructed time courses) across all participants using LF (red) or HGp
(blue). The Single Talker and the Attended Talker in
the Cocktail Party condition could be reliably reconstructed using either measure, and in both
cases, significantly better than the Ignored
speaker. Empty bars: Envelope reconstruction
accuracy obtained by applying each of the singleband decoders to data in the other band. As
shown here, decoders constructed using either
band performed poorly when applied to data in the
other band. This implies that the two single-band
decoders have systematically different features.

Selective Neural
Encoding of Speech

om all electrodes showing significant LF phase-ITC or HG
ower-ITC was included in this analysis, and we reconstructed
he envelope using either the LF or HGp time courses (see Expermental Procedures). The correlation between the reconstructed
nvelope and the real envelope was used to evaluate the accuacy of each reconstruction. Figure 2A shows an example of the
econstructed envelope compared to the real envelope for the

Zion Golumbic et al. (2013)

• ECoG over auditory and
non-auditory cortex
(e.g., motor)
• track
Neural
measures
include
the speech envelope, they have
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envelope
nonredundant
tracking properties
and
thus represent systematically different
(just seen) and Low
mechanisms for speech tracking, as has
been
suggested for (Delta
these measures
Frequency
and in
other contexts (Belitski et al., 2010;
Theta
responses
Kayser
et al.,band)
2009).
The reconstruction approach in itself is
‣ Lowfor Frequency
insufficient
determining precisely in
what way
LF and HGp speech
tracking in
responses
also
used
differ from each other. Thus, in order to better characterize the
tracking responses we next MEG,
modeled EEG,
the timeand
courseLFP
of the
speech-tracking response at individual sites, by estimating
Neural
measureet follows
a temporal response• function
(TRF) (Theunissen
al., 2001).
The predictive power of each TRF, reflecting a conservative
perception
measure of fidelity, is assessed by the correlation between the
actual neural response and that predicted by the TRF. Figure 3
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Encoding of Speech

• Reconstruction success
from auditory and nonauditory cortex (e.g.,
motor), for single,
foreground, and
background speech
• Low Frequency (c.f. LFP)
representations more
widespread than High
Gamma, especially in
non-auditory
areas
insight into the neural mechanisms for encoding continuous spi
Not
due
to
“return”
‣
natural stimuli and how attention shapes the internal representa- tem
currents
tion of these stimuli when they are task relevant.
stre
Zion Golumbic et al. (2013)

Neuroanatomy of
Speech in Noise
• ECoG studies show widespread representations

of speech in a noisy background, across all of, and
beyond, auditory cortex (but limited in
anatomical scope)

• fMRI & PET show even greater diversity of (nonphase-locked) activity from processing of speech
in a noisy background
‣ Bilateral activation of auditory cortex
‣ Throughout prefrontal and parietal cortex

Scott & McGettigan (2013)
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Investigating bottom-up auditory attention
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Evidence for Models of
Segregation
• Temporal Coherence
• See Shamma seminar

Elhilali et al. Nat Neurosci (2009)
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to the stimulus) (Rieke et al. 1995; Stanley et al. 1999; Mesgarani et al. 2009; Pasley et al. 2012; Zion Golumbic et al. 2013).
This stimulus-reconstruction approach has been shown to be
exquisitely sensitive to selective attention in a multispeaker
environment (Ding and Simon 2012a, 2012b; Zion Golumbic
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a lack of sensitivity
that isdid
not atypical
EEG-basedfor
cognitive
“Despite the fact that we used unaveraged
EEG, and
not ofcorrect
neuroscience studies.
muscle or blink artifacts, we were able Several
to classify
attention
accurately
recent studies
have used recorded
cortical population data to estimate the input stimulus using a mapping apon a single-trial basis. … [with] decoding
of(i.e.,
82%–89%.”
proach in theaccuracy
reverse direction
from the neural data back

How humans solve the cocktail party problem remains unknown.
However, progress has been made recently thanks to the realization
that cortical activity tracks the amplitude envelope of speech. This
has led to the development of regression methods for studying the
neurophysiology of continuous speech. One such method, known as
stimulus-reconstruction, has been successfully utilized with cortical
surface recordings and magnetoencephalography (MEG). However,
the former is invasive and gives a relatively restricted view of processing along the auditory hierarchy, whereas the latter is expensive
and rare. Thus it would be extremely useful for research in many
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• Dynamical model
entire TRF, including
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• Time resolution still
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• Unfamiliarity of
Background
- Boosts Intelligibility
of Attended Speech
- Also Boosts Cortical
Reconstruction
of Attended Speech

Simple Speech Mixtures
Summary
• Speech separation works too (not just tones)

‣ strict frequency segregation not necessary
Neural responses can dissociate from physical
acoustics, tracking perception instead

•

• Strong preference for foreground speech at

~100 ms (in Planum Temporale), so plausibly a
neural substrate of perception

• Processing hierarchy: no attentional preference at
~50 ms (in Heschl’s Gyrus)

Outline
• What is the Cocktail Party Problem?
• What is Human Auditory Neuroscience?
• Cocktail Parties, Simplified:
‣ Tones—with and without directed Attention
‣ Speech

• Recent Results: Perceptual & Neural Filling-In

Perceptual Filling-In /
Restoration
• Perceptual Phenomenon
• Acoustically absent but plausibly masked
stimulus can nonetheless be heard

• Strong percept for constant frequency tones
• Also occurs at phonemic level
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Summary
• Auditory (neural) representations of acoustic

stimuli and of perceived stimuli are related but
separable

‣ There seem to exist neural representations of
perceptual objects, especially auditory
foreground (e.g., in Planum Temporale, ~100 ms)

• Robust Dynamical Foreground Monitoring
• The concept of “attentional modulation” of

neuronal responses is misleading and likely counterproductive
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